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Abstract
We present new H-band scattered light images of the HD 32297 edge-on debris disk obtained with the Gemini Planet
Imager. The disk is detected in total and polarized intensity down to a projected angular separation of 0 15, or 20 au.
On the other hand, the large-scale swept-back halo remains undetected, likely a consequence of its markedly blue color
relative to the parent body belt. We analyze the curvature of the disk spine and estimate a radius of ≈100 au for the
parent body belt, smaller than past scattered light studies but consistent with thermal emission maps of the system. We
employ three different flux-preserving post-processing methods to suppress the residual starlight and evaluate the
surface brightness and polarization profile along the disk spine. Unlike past studies of the system, our high-fidelity
images reveal the disk to be highly symmetric and devoid of morphological and surface brightness perturbations. We
find the dust scattering properties of the system to be consistent with those observed in other debris disks, with the
exception of HR 4796. Finally, we find no direct evidence for the presence of a planetary-mass object in the system.
Unified Astronomy Thesaurus concepts: Debris disks (363); Circumstellar dust (236)
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1. Introduction
Debris disks represent a late stage in planetary system
evolution, after most of the gaseous component of the
protoplanetary disk has dissipated. Remnant planetesimals are
thought to collide and continuously replenish these disks with
small dust grains (Wyatt 2008). Debris disks are characterized
by low integrated fractional luminosity (τIR=LIR/Lbol 
0.01), indicating that these are generally optically thin. While
challenging, imaging these disks in scattered light in the optical
and/or near-infrared often reveals offsets, asymmetries, and
other irregularities, which provide a unique lens to study
mature planetary systems. This is best illustrated by the β Pic
system, the first debris disk ever imaged in which a gas giant
planet responsible for a noticeable disk warp was subsequently
discovered (Smith & Terrile 1984; Burrows et al. 1995;
Lagrange et al. 2009). To date, over three dozen debris disks
have been imaged in scattered light, although image fidelity is
often limited by artifacts introduced by the necessary
suppression of the remaining glare of the central star (Hughes
et al. 2018).
HD 32297 is a young (30Myr Kalas 2005), A6 star37
located 133 pc away from the Sun38 (Brown et al. 2018). It has
one of the largest infrared excesses observed among main-
sequence stars (τIR  3×10−3, Silverstone 2000) and, as a
result, it is one of the best studied debris disk systems to date.
In particular, it has been spatially resolved in scattered light
from the optical to 4 μm (e.g., Kalas 2005; Schneider et al.
2005; Rodigas et al. 2014), as well as in thermal emission in the
mid-infrared (Fitzgerald et al. 2007; Moerchen et al. 2007) and
at millimeter wavelengths (Maness et al. 2008; MacGregor
et al. 2018). No planet has been detected in the system, down to
sensitivities of ≈2–5MJup (Bhowmik et al. 2019). In addition
to a copious amount of dust, the HD 32297 disk is remarkable
because of the detection of Na I absorption (with five times the
column density observed in β Pic; Redfield 2007) as well as
atomic and molecular gas emission (Donaldson et al. 2013;
Greaves et al. 2016; MacGregor et al. 2018; Cataldi et al.
2020). While the number of gas detections in the debris disks is
steadily rising (Hughes et al. 2018), the HD 32297 system
stands out as one of the most prominent of such systems. The
origin of this gas is still debated, but it is likely released during
collisions between planetesimals, possibly very recently (Kral
et al. 2017; Cataldi et al. 2020).
Resolved images of the HD 32297 debris disk revealed two
spatially distinct components: a parent body belt and an
extended outer halo. The halo, which was the first component
detected in scattered light (Kalas 2005), extends to at least
1800 au (Schneider et al. 2014) and displays an unusually
curved morphology that may be indicative of interaction with
the interstellar medium (Debes et al. 2009), with an undetected
planet (Lee & Chiang 2016), with the gas component of the
disk (Lin & Chiang 2019), or of a recent collision in the disk,
as proposed by Mazoyer et al. (2014) to explain a similar
structure in the HD 15115 disk. Either way, the halo is thought
to be populated by the smallest dust grains produced by
collisions in the parent belt and that are subsequently placed in
high-eccentricity orbits through radiative forces.
The parent body belt, which is seen nearly exactly edge-on,
has a radius of about 110–130 au in scattered light (e.g.,
Boccaletti et al. 2012; Esposito et al. 2014; Bhowmik et al.
2019). Images are consistent with a sharp-edged inner cavity
inside of this radius, while the surface density drops smoothly
outwards to form the halo. This belt radius coincides with the
value derived from thermal emission maps (Moerchen et al.
2007); although, the superior sensitivity of ALMA recently
showed that the belt is radially extended and that the halo also
contributes to the millimeter emission (MacGregor et al. 2018).
Several lateral asymmetries and substructures have been
proposed in scattered light images of the main belt (Currie
et al. 2012; Asensio-Torres et al. 2016). These studies are
generally hampered by the necessity to employ aggressive
point-spread function (PSF) subtraction methods that often
introduce spurious features, however, and the reality of these
features remains to be firmly established (e.g., Milli et al.
2012).
Many of the studies discussed above have attempted to
reproduce observations of the HD 32297 disk to infer its dust
properties. In part because each study considers different data
sets (scattered light images, thermal emission maps, and entire
spectral energy distributions), no consensus has been reached
regarding the minimum grain size in the parent body belt. It
could be sub-micron (Fitzgerald et al. 2007; Esposito et al.
2014; Bhowmik et al. 2019), thus, likely smaller than the
blowout size, or as large as several microns, albeit possibly
with high porosity (Donaldson et al. 2013; Rodigas et al. 2014).
The only firmly established conclusion is that the dust is
strongly forward scattering, both in the optical and the near-
infrared. The composition of the dust is equally contentious,
ranging from a rather standard mixture of astrophysical
material to pure water ice. In principle, the recent measurement
of the scattered light polarization fraction in the system
(Asensio-Torres et al. 2016) should help reduce ambiguities,
but the quality of this data set was too low to warrant detailed
modeling.
Here, we present new scattered light observations of the
central (<250 au) regions of the HD 32297 debris disk using
the polarimetric mode of the high-contrast Gemini Planet
Imager (GPI; Macintosh et al. 2014). We present high-fidelity
scattered light images of the parent body belt in both total and
polarized intensity. This allows us to assess the belt’s overall
geometry and to empirically characterize its dust scattering
properties (Section 3). We then use these quantities to constrain
the properties of the dust contained in the belt in Section 4. In
Section 5, we discuss the implications of our findings before
concluding in Section 6.
2. Observations and Data Reduction
On 2014 December 18 (UT), we observed HD 32297 with
GPI’s polarimetric mode in the H band with a 0 24-diameter
occulting mask. We obtained thirty-eight 60 s frames with a
half-wave plate cycling through position angles 0°, 22°.5, 45°,
and 67°.5. The observations were acquired at an airmass of 1.27
and through the target’s transit, resulting in a total field rotation
of 19°. Conditions were somewhat poorer than average, with
seeing estimates of 1 17 and 0 82 from the Gemini
Differential Image Motion Monitor and the Multi-Aperture
Scintillation Sensor, respectively. Telemetry from the AO
37 The oft-quoted A0 spectral for HD 32297, which can be traced back to the
Henry Draper catalog, has been conclusively shown to be too hot; the best-
fitting effective temperature for the stars is in the 7600–8000 K range
(Fitzgerald et al. 2007; Rodigas et al. 2014).
38 All physical lengths quoted in this paper are based on this distance, which is
significantly larger than the Hipparcos distance used in previous studies
(Perryman et al. 1997).
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system (Poyneer et al. 2014; Bailey et al. 2016) reported post-
correction wave front residuals of 150–160 nm.
The data were processed using the GPI Data Reduction
Pipeline v1.3 (Maire et al. 2012; Perrin et al. 2014). The raw
data were dark subtracted, flat-fielded, cleaned of correlated
detector noise, bad pixel corrected, flexure corrected, and
combined into a polarization datacube (where the third
dimension holds two orthogonal polarization states). Each
datacube was then corrected for non-common path errors via a
double differencing algorithm (Perrin et al. 2015). The star
location was determined from the satellite spots using a radon-
transform-based algorithm (Wang et al. 2014). The instru-
mental polarization was estimated by measuring the apparent
stellar polarization in each polarization datacube as the mean
normalized difference of pixels within 20 pixels from the starʼs
location. The estimated instrumental polarization was then
subtracted from each pixel, scaled by the pixelʼs total intensity
(Millar-Blanchaer et al. 2015). While the region used to
estimate the instrumental polarization includes some signal
from the disk itself, only a small fraction of all pixels are
affected by it, and, out to that radius, the residual starlight is
brighter than the disk itself. We thus estimate that this does not
lead to a significant bias. The data cubes were then smoothed
with a Gaussian kernel (FWHM of 1 pixel), rotated to a
common orientation, and combined into Stokes data cubes via
singular value decomposition (Perrin et al. 2015). Finally, the
[I, Q, U, V] Stokes cube was converted to the [I, Qf, Uf, V]
“radial Stokes” cube (Schmid et al. 2006), with the convention
that positive Qf indicates a polarization vector that is
perpendicular to the line joining a given point in the image
to the star location, while Uf represents polarization vectors
oriented at 45° from this line.
The data were flux calibrated by measuring the brightness of
the reference satellite spots (Hung et al. 2015; Esposito et al.
2020). The HD 32297 disk overlaps with two of the four spots
in some images, introducing a potential for a biased calibration.
We therefore estimated the ADU-to-Jy conversion factors using
the latter 10 frames of the sequence, in which all satellite spots
are cleanly separated from the disk, and we assumed that the
same factors applied to the first half of the sequence. From the
scatter across data cubes, the flux calibration factor is measured
with a 5% uncertainty.
3. Observational Results
3.1. Raw Images
The HD 32297 disk is bright enough to be detected in raw
individual frames, as illustrated in Figure 1(a). In the combined
Stokes I image (Figure 1(b)), the disk is strongly detected
above the background of the PSF halo outside of ≈0 3,
although measuring accurate surface brightness still requires an
additional step of PSF subtraction; this is performed in
Section 3.2.
Because light from the star is intrinsically unpolarized, there
is no leftover halo in the Stokes Qf and Uf images. In the
former, the disk is strongly detected from just outside the edge
of the coronagraphic mask (≈0 15) out to a sensitivity-limited
distance of about 1 2 from the star. This data set provides the
smallest stellocentric distance at which the disk is clearly
detected to date. Under the assumption of single scattering as in
the optically thin regime, Uf should be null throughout the
image (Canovas et al. 2015). This is true outside of 0 25,
where we use the Uf map to evaluate the noise associated with
the Qf map by measuring the standard deviation in concentric
annuli. In the inner region, however, a Uf signal is observed at
approximately the same location as the disk at a level of 5%–
10% of the Qf signal. This could either be a consequence of
multiple scattering, implying that the disk is not quite optically
thin, or an indication of uncorrected polarization systematics.
Because the strongest signal in the Uf map is offset by about 2
pixels perpendicular to the disk major axis from the strongest
Qf signal, we deem the latter interpretation as likely correct.
Despite various attempts to improve data reduction, we could
not find a satisfactory method to fully remove this artifact. We
thus evaluate the uncertainty associated with the Qf map with
the same method at these inner regions as at larger radii, noting
that this may introduce a bias because the dispersion between
pixels within annuli is not driven by random noise.
3.2. Total Intensity Image: PSF Subtraction
To more clearly reveal the HD 32297 disk in total intensity,
it is necessary to subtract the residual starlight in the Stokes I
image. As in previous GPIES disk analyses (e.g., Kalas et al.
2015; Draper et al. 2016), we implemented several independent
methods, each with their own advantages and limitations. The
resulting PSF-subtracted images are presented in the top row
panels of Figure 2.
First, we used a standard Angular Differential Imaging
(ADI) approach with pyKLIP-ADI (Wang et al. 2015), a
custom implementation of the KLIP algorithm (Soummer et al.
2012). This method is highly effective for point source
discovery but results in systematic self-subtraction of extended
objects such as disks. In the particular situation of edge-on
disks, strong negative “wings” are imprinted on each side of the
disk, especially when the total field rotation is modest as is the
case here. To minimize self-subtraction, we adopted a
conservative set of parameters, using only 5 KL modes and
averaging images with 3–9 annuli. In the resulting image, the
disk is traced all of the way to the coronagraphic mask, with an
apparently smooth brightness profile.
To mitigate self-subtraction, we also used pyKLIP with
Reference Differential Imaging (RDI). Here, we first assemble
a library of nearly 25,000 H-band images of stars observed with
GPI, from which frames with known astrophysical signals or
instrumental issues were removed. We then select the 500
images that are most highly correlated with each individual
frame of HD 32297. The PSF is then estimated by applying the
same KLIP process as above to this set of reference images.
While this approach prevents self-subtraction, pyKLIP-RDI
can still suffer from over-subtraction, as any astrophysical
signal can be misinterpreted as a PSF “feature” by the
algorithm. This is particularly relevant in the case of a bright
disk like HD 32297, where the ratio of disk-to-PSF signal
approaches or even exceeds unity in some parts of the image.
We thus employed a conservative set of parameters (5 KL
modes, averaged over 3–9 annuli, 500 reference PSFs chosen).
Despite significant, low-frequency background fluctuations in
the resulting image, the disk is clearly detected at all radii
outside of the coronagraphic mask.
To sidestep self- and over-subtraction in a different way, we
also employed the mask-and-interpolate (MI) PSF subtraction
at the single-frame level (Perrin et al. 2015). We first mask out
a 15 pixel high box centered on the disk, as well as the four
satellite spots. The masked pixels are then replaced with the
3
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result of interpolating through the neighboring unmasked pixels
with a fourth-order polynomial function. The resulting image is
then smoothed with a 13 pixel (≈0 18) running median box to
only model the low spatial frequency component of the PSF,
and it is subsequently subtracted from the original frame.
Residual fluctuations in the background are significantly lower
than in the RDI case, except close to the inner working angle
where the interpolation scheme fails to reproduce the sharp
intensity gradients of the PSF. The region interior of ≈0 25
from the star is too uncertain to consider in our subsequent
analysis, but the disk is strongly detected outside of this radius.
Finally, we applied the Nonnegative Matrix Factorization
(NMF) method as implemented within pyKLIP. NMF is an
iterative method based on the decomposition of the PSF into
separate components that only contain positive pixels (Ren
et al. 2018). Similar to the RDI process, we selected the 500
most correlated frames in the library of GPI images and used
the first five modes computed by NMF to subtract the PSF. The
resulting total intensity image for HD 32297 reveals a smooth
brightness profile, albeit with leftover background fluctuations
that are intermediate in strength between the RDI and MI
methods. Like the ADI and RDI methods, the NMF method
yields a strong detection of the disk all of the way to the edge
of the coronagraphic mask.
Apart from the bright disk, all four PSF-subtracted images
are marked by a diagonal negative residual pattern (along
position angles ∼15° and ∼190°). This likely is a consequence
of the “butterfly” structure of the PSF visible in the raw total
intensity images (see Figure 1) and that is imparted by winds in
the atmosphere (Madurowicz et al. 2019). To improve the
quality of the final images, we perform a fourth-order
polynomial fit in concentric annuli after masking out a vertical
box centered on the disk; to improve the fit, the process handles
each side of the disk separately. Effectively, this performs a
second mask-and-interpolate subtraction, on a single annuli
basis. The resulting images are shown in Figure 2. In the case
of the RDI and NMF methods, which are characterized by more
structured residuals, the subtraction residuals and amplitude of
the background fluctuations become too high to produce a
clean image of the disk inside of 0 3 from the star. For these
images, we do not attempt to measure the absolute brightness
of the disk closer in.
3.3. Disk Morphology and Geometry
In both total and polarized intensity, the HD 32297 disk is
revealed as a sharp, almost linear feature on each side of the
star along position angle (PA; measured in the usual east of
north convention) of 47°.90±0°.17, as measured from the
geometric fit presented below, where the uncertainty incorpo-
rates the astrometric calibration precision (De Rosa et al. 2020).
As was found in past scattered light images of the system (e.g.,
Boccaletti et al. 2012), the GPI data reveal that the spine of the
disk is not perfectly straight as would be the case for a perfectly
edge-on viewing geometry. Instead, the spine is slightly curved
and passes to the NW of the star (see Figure 3), indicating that
this side is the front side of the disk under the assumption that
scattering is preferentially in the forward direction. We find no
conclusive evidence of the back side of the disk.
Comparing the PSF-subtracted images of the disk to
radiative transfer models can yield simultaneous constraints
on both the disk geometry and dust scattering and, thus,
physical properties. This is a computationally intensive task
and results are often fraught with model-dependent biases and
ambiguities, however. To take advantage of the high-fidelity
GPI images, we instead adopt a two-step empirical approach. In
the first step, we ignore the surface brightness profile along the
disk, which is dictated by the surface density and scattering
phase function, and focus on the spine morphology to assess
the disk geometry. Having established the system geometry, we
can then constrain the dust scattering properties. We defer to
Section 4 for the interpretation in terms of the physical
properties of the dust.
The marked curvature of the spine and the uniform vertical
FWHM along the disk spine (see below) are best explained if
the disk is radially narrow since a broad ring would yield a
smeared appearance due to line-of-sight project effects. This
allows us to employ a simple model consisting of a circular
ring of radius Rd, whose center can be offset by δx from the star
along the major axis, and observed with an inclination i. We do
not explore the possibility of an offset along the minor axis of
the disk as the nearly edge-on configuration of the system
renders this effect negligible. To incorporate the halo of blown-
out dust to this simple model, we assume that the spine extends
horizontally outside the ring ansae, i.e., with no offset from the
disk major axis. On the larger scale, the halo is markedly
curved, but this effect is only significant outside of the GPI
Figure 1. GPI H-band total intensity images of HD 32297. A single frame and the complete sequence total intensity images are shown on the same logarithmic stretch
in panels (a) and (b), respectively. The two right-hand side panels present the Stokes Qf, panel (c) and Uf ,panel (d) polarized intensity images, respectively, with both
shown on the same linear stretch from −5 to 30 times the background noise (0.2 mJy arcsec−2). Each panel is 2 5 on a side, and the white plus symbol indicates the
location of the star. The size of the focal plane mask is indicated by a dashed circle in panels (c) and (d). Panels (b)–(d) are shown with the same orientation, while
panel (a) is shown with the orientation of that particular frame. The reference compass rose segments have length 0 25.
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field of view. Implicitly, this model assumes that the disk is an
intrinsically narrow ring whose eccentricity is small. For a
given PA of the disk major axis and (xå, yå) position of the star,
we measure the spine by rotating the image so that the disk
major axis is horizontal, binning the image by a factor of three
(i.e., a resolution element) along the horizontal axis, and fitting
a Gaussian function to the intensity profile perpendicular to
the disk. Uncertainties are assigned at the pixel level based on
the standard deviation in concentric 1 pixel wide annuli and
propagated through the Gaussian fit for both of the total intensity
maps, thus neglecting residual correlated noise.
To explore the six-dimensional parameter space, we use a
Metropolis–Hastings Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
algorithm. We first perform the fit using the Qf (hereafter,
polarized intensity) image since (1) it provides a clear detection
down to a smaller inner working angle, and (2) it is not subject
to systematic biases introduced by PSF subtraction. As
illustrated in Figure 3, the data are reasonably well fit by this
simple model (c = 2.1red2 ). The resulting model parameters are:
i=88°.21-+0.080.06, = -+R 101.7d 2.11.5 au and d = - -+0.9x 1.51.3 au. The
corresponding posteriors are shown in Figure 4. We find no
significant offset between the star and ring center, with a 3σ
upper limit on the ring eccentricity of e<0.05, yielding
further support to our simple geometric model.
We then applied the same fitting method to each of the four
PSF-subtracted images. The resulting posteriors are also shown
in Figure 4. For each data set, the posteriors are much narrower
than the posteriors from the fit to the polarized intensity image.
The total intensity posteriors are also inconsistent with one
another. The narrow posteriors are a consequence of the fact
that uncertainties are underestimated due to correlated residuals
in the PSF-subtracted images. The offsets between the various
posteriors are likely a consequence of subtle, but significant,
modifications to the disk spine introduced by the PSF
subtraction process. To illustrate this point, we show in
Figure 3 the spine vertical offset observed in the RDI total
intensity image assuming the exact same disk geometric
parameters as the best fit to the polarized intensity image.
Despite modest deviations from the spine location derived from
the polarized intensity image, the fit is much worse
(c = 9.9red2 ), and marginal differences observed on both sides
(especially around positions −160 and +70 au) conspire to
push the fit toward significant eccentricity in the ring. Given
this experience, we adopt the geometrical parameters obtained
from fitting the polarized intensity image.
Figure 2. GPI H-band total intensity images of the HD 32297 disk after PSF subtraction, using four different methods. From left to right, the PSF subtraction methods
are a conservative ADI-based pyKLIP that only uses images from the target’s sequence, an RDI-based implementation of pyKLIP using other GPI H-band images to
evaluate the PSF, a frame-by-frame MI process, and an NMF-based implementation of pyKLIP. The top row panels present the product of each of these processes,
whereas the bottom row panels are our final products, after a polynomial fit is performed azimuthally and subtracted to further reduce the background. All images are
shown on the same square root stretch from −0.001 to 0.1 Jy arcsec−2, except for the ADI images where the surface brightness has been multiplied by a factor of two
to qualitatively offset self-subtraction. All images have a 2 5 field of view and are oriented so that north is up and east to the left. Numerical masks have been applied
in regions with excessive subtraction residuals.
Figure 3. Vertical offset between the spine of the HD 32297 disk and a line at
PA 47°. 9 passing through the central star. Black diamonds and orange triangles
represent estimates based on the polarized intensity and RDI total intensity
images, respectively. The latter is representative of all four PSF subtraction
methods employed here. The red curve is the inclined ring model that best fits
the spine location in the polarized intensity image.
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Overall, while our geometric modeling is in reasonable
agreement with past scattered light studies (Boccaletti et al.
2012; Currie et al. 2012; Esposito et al. 2014; Bhowmik et al.
2019), we find a significantly smaller disk radius of ≈100 au
instead of ≈130 au. Most of these studies used total intensity
images to assess the ring geometry, thus possibly introducing a
systematic bias compared to our analysis of the polarized
intensity image of the disk. However, Bhowmik et al. (2019)
also analyzed polarized observations and also favor a larger
disk radius. Inspection of their Figure 3 reveals a similar shape
for the disk spine as we find here but with a global vertical
displacement that can significantly bias the model fitting. This
highlights the difficulty in assessing the location of the disk
ansae in the edge-on configuration. We defer a more thorough
discussion of the disk’s viewing geometry to Section 5.
From the same Gaussian fit as described above, we also
measured the vertical FWHM of the disk. The results for
the polarized intensity image are shown in Figure 5. After
subtracting quadratically the instrumental FWHM from the
weighted average over all positions along the disk, we estimate
Figure 4. Posterior distributions for the radius, the offset between the ring center and the star, and the inclination of the HD 32297 disk. The solid black histogram
represents the fit to the spine as traced in the polarized intensity image, whereas the color histograms are associated with the various PSF subtraction methods used in
obtaining the total intensity image (RDI: dashed orange; ADI: dotted–dashed green; MI: long-dashed red; NMF: triple-dotted–dashed blue).
Figure 5. FWHM of the HD 32297 disk in the direction perpendicular to the disk midplane, as measured in the polarized intensity image of the system. The solid red
line marks the weighted average over all data points located between the ring ansae (indicated by the vertical dashed lines), whereas the horizontal dotted line
represents the intrinsic FWHM of our GPI H-band observations.
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the true FWHM of the disk to be about 0 063, or 8.3 au. While
this is generally consistent with past studies (Boccaletti et al.
2012; Currie et al. 2012; Esposito et al. 2014), we differ from
these studies in that we find no significant trend as a function of
stellocentric distance. We believe that the trends suggested in
past analyses were affected by significant PSF subtraction
artifacts. This is further supported by the fact that the FWHM
measured with the RDI, MI, and NMF total intensity images
shows a significant decline inside of 0 5, well below the value
measured in the polarized intensity image. The lack of a
stellocentric dependency of the disk FWHM is consistent with
the hypothesis of a radially narrow disk, as projection effects
would result in an increase in FWHM close to the minor axis
otherwise.
3.4. Disk Surface Brightness and Polarization Profiles
Except for the ADI method, we have tuned our PSF
subtraction methods with an eye toward preservation of the
disk surface brightness profile. One of the main motivations to
do this was to measure the polarization fraction in the disk. In
the Appendix, we show that injecting a model disk into an
empty data set and applying the RDI, MI, and NMF methods
yields surface brightness profiles that match the injected one to
within 10% or better when considering the peak surface
brightness along the spine, where PSF subtraction artifacts are
smallest. We then proceed to measure the surface brightness
profile of the HD 32297 disk using the same Gaussian as used
in our geometric analysis. We also note that, since the disk is
indeed an optically thin, narrow ring seen almost perfectly
edge-on, limb brightening will significantly affect the observed
surface brightness close to the ansae. On the other hand,
because both total and polarized intensity are affected in a
similar way, we expect the polarization fraction map to be
mostly free of this effect. Either way, we will take the effect
into account in the radiative transfer modeling presented in
Section 4.
Figure 6 presents the surface brightness profile in both
polarized and total intensity. In total intensity, the profiles
measured in the RDI-, MI-, and NMF-processed images agree
within ≈10% of another, with the exception of a possible local
maximum at ≈0 9 in the MI image (most noticeable on the
SW side of the disk). Given the amplitude of differences
between the various PSF subtraction methods (and in line with
the surface brightness profile obtained by Bhowmik et al.
2019), we consider this feature, which could indicate the ring
ansae, as marginally significant at best. The surface brightness
profile from the ADI image has a similar shape overall but is
≈40% lower than in the other images. Overall, this is consistent
with the results of our injection-recovery tests, and the match
between the other three methods for the HD 32297 data set
provides further confidence in the reliability of the surface
brightness profiles derived here.
Both the total and polarized intensity profiles are highly
symmetrical about the star, with differences never exceeding
20% at any stellocentric distance. This is in contrast with past
claims of significant asymmetries in the inner 1″ (e.g.,
Schneider et al. 2005; Currie et al. 2012). Subsequent analyses
suggested that PSF subtraction artifacts could be misinterpreted
as physical asymmetries (Esposito et al. 2014). In agreement
with Bhowmik et al. (2019), we do not recover the local “gaps”
observed at ≈0 7 in total intensity by Asensio-Torres et al.
(2016). Instead, the polarized intensity profile plateaus at the
location of these putative gaps, and we conclude that the PSF
subtraction method employed by these authors amplified these
features into apparent surface brightness deficits.
All profiles share a steep decline outside of ≈1″, i.e., in the
disk halo. We performed power-law fits and found that the
surface brightness profile follows approximately r−4 and r−5 in
polarized and total intensity, respectively. These are in
reasonable agreement with previous studies (Boccaletti et al.
2012; Currie et al. 2012; Esposito et al. 2014), although the
limited field of view of our observations significantly reduces
the precision of our estimates. Inside of a marked inflection
Figure 6. H-band surface brightness profiles of the HD 32297 disk in polarized intensity (black diamonds) and total intensity (colored symbols, corresponding of the
different PSF subtraction methods). The vertical dashed lines indicate the disk radius as derived from the geometric fit to the disk spine.
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point around the disk ansae, the total intensity brightness
profile follows r−1.5, with suggestive evidence for a gradual
steepening toward the smallest projected separations. Again,
this is in reasonable agreement with past studies of the system.
Contrary to the total intensity surface brightness profile, the
polarized intensity profile displays a broad plateau over the
0 4–0 9 range. The outer edge of this plateau lies ≈15–20 au
outside the ring radius inferred in Section 3.3. This may
indicate that the ring has a nonnegligible radial extent, an issue
that we will revisit in Section 4. Inside of this plateau, the
polarized surface brightness profile follows r−1.5, similar to the
total intensity profile. While it could be tempting to interpret
the break at 0 4 as an indication for a secondary ring (with a
radius of ≈50 au), the absence of any “kink” in the disk spine
at that location argues against this scenario. Instead, the central
peak in polarized surface brightness must be due instead to
sufficiently strong forward scattering to overwhelm the
polarization decline inherent to the smallest scattering angles.
Combining the total and polarized intensity surface bright-
ness profile, we compute the polarization fraction along the
disk spine. The results are shown in Figure 7. We observe a
steady rise, from about 7% at a projected distance of 0 35 from
the star, to 15% at the ring ansae, and up to 20%–30% at 1 3.
Our results match well with those obtained by Asensio-Torres
et al. (2016). This degree of linear polarization is within the
range of near-infrared observations of debris disks (Tamura
et al. 2006; Perrin et al. 2015; Draper et al. 2016; Esposito et al.
2018).
To constrain the properties of the dust grains in the
HD 32297 disk, we need to extract the scattering phase
function (SPF) and the polarizability curves, i.e., the depen-
dency of the total intensity and degree of linear polarization as
a function of scattering angle. Under the assumption of a
narrow ring, there is a simple analytical transformation between
the projected position of a point along the ring spine into a
scattering angle. We therefore use the best-fit geometry derived
above from the polarized intensity image to estimate the
scattering angle for every point along the spine out to the
location of the ring ansae. The resulting curves are shown in
Figure 8. One caveat in this process is that close to the ansae,
the back side of the disk can contribute significantly to the
observed surface brightness since the difference in scattering
angle between the front and back side is small, leading to limb
brightening. Therefore, we expect that the true SPF of
HD 32297 declines more steeply at the largest scattering angles
than we measure here. On the other hand, if the polarizability
curve is symmetric about 90° (as seen in cometary dust, e.g.,
Frattin et al. 2019), this effect would cancel out when we
compute the polarization fraction, and we thus expect the
polarizability curve we derive to be more robust.
The H-band SPF we derive for HD 32297, which declines by
a factor of about 2.5 between scattering angles 30° and 60°,
where contribution from the back side should be minimal based
on the disk’s curved spine, is consistent with the nearly
universal SPF observed for solar system, debris disks, and
protoplanetary disks dust populations (Hughes et al. 2018). On
the other hand, it clearly deviates from that observed in the
HR 4796 debris disk (Perrin et al. 2015; Milli et al. 2017) as
the latter shows a minimum at a scattering angle of ≈60°.
There are too few polarizability curves published to date for
debris disks to draw a definitive conclusion, but the curve we
obtain for HD 32297 is much more consistent with that
observed in the HD 35841 system (Esposito et al. 2018) than
that in HR 4796 (Perrin et al. 2015).
4. Modeling
We now proceed to evaluate the physical properties of the
dust grains: in particular, the grain size distribution and
composition (Section 4.1). We then perform a consistency test
of our initial narrow ring assumption by directly fitting the disk
images based on the derived dust properties (Section 4.2). In
Figure 7. H-band polarization fraction across the HD 32297 disk as a function of stellocentric distance. Three of the PSF subtraction methods are used to estimate
systematic uncertainties associated with this process. The ADI subtraction is not considered here since it systematically under-evaluates the disk surface brightness.
The vertical dashed lines indicate the disk radius as derived from the geometric fit to the disk spine.
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principle, a simultaneous fit to the GPI images, with all dust
properties and disk geometry parameters left free to vary,
represents the most direct approach. However, in cases where
models suffer from systematic shortcomings, this can lead to a
false sense of success, whereas the multiple-step approach used
here allows us to disentangle which assumptions are not
verified in our analysis. The general implications of our
modeling results are discussed in Section 5.
The NMF, RDI, and MI PSF subtraction methods yield
consistent surface brightness profiles and, thus, SPF and
polarizability curves. We select the MI-based results for this
analysis since they offers the smallest inner working angle.
Furthermore, this method intrinsically yields much smaller
systematic residuals (see Figure 2), suggesting that the pixel-to-
pixel uncertainties are more likely to be mostly random in
nature.
4.1. Dust Properties Analysis
4.1.1. Modeling Setup
Here, we wish to reproduce the SPF and polarizability curves
derived from our observations of the HD 32297 disk. We adopt
the Mie model, valid for compact, spherical dust grains of
homogeneous composition. We note that observations of both
laboratory and astrophysical dust populations suggest that this
assumption is not optimal (e.g., Pollack & Cuzzi 1980;
Hedman & Stark 2015; Milli et al. 2017). However, it is
computationally tractable in the context of large dust grains, a
problem not yet solved for grain aggregates that are likely to
represent a better model of astrophysical dust (e.g., Arnold
et al. 2019).
Two components are necessary to build a dust model: the
grain size distribution and the dust composition. We follow
standard approaches and assume a power-law size distribution,
µ h-N a da a da( ) ranging from amin to amax. Collisional
cascade models predict a size distribution with η≈3.5 (e.g.,
Dohnanyi 1969; Marshall et al. 2017), although deviations
from a pure power law are likely (e.g., Thébault &
Augereau 2007). On the other hand, the dust composition is
a more challenging issue to handle. It is most often addressed
either as a fixed, presupposed composition or as a mixture with
variable proportions of several individual compositions (using
effective medium theory). While easiest to implement, the first
approach can lead to significantly biased results or, worse, a
lack of a model that fits the data well if an incorrect
composition is picked. The dust mixture suffers from
increasing the number of free parameters and, in the worst
case scenario, a critical component may be left unexplored. For
instance, Rodigas et al. (2015) consider 19 different dust
compositions, plus vacuum, to represent porosity, when
modeling the HR 4796 debris disk. Even then, only a subset
of the data is well fit by the resulting model. To circumvent
these issues, we adopt a more direct approach, which consists
of fitting for the material’s complex refractive index
m=n+i k, as this is the quantity from which Mie theory
predicts the SPF and polarizability curve. A similar approach
was adopted by Graham et al. (2007) in their modeling of the
polarized scattered light imaging of the AUMic debris disk and
was instrumental in identifying the need for a large dust
porosity in that system.
Because HD 32297 is nearly, but not quite, edge-on, we
expect that the back side of the disk contributes to the signal
close the ansae. To account for this effect in our models, and
taking advantage of the absence of a lateral offset of the central
star, we modify the Mie-computed SPF by adding the
contributions of the front and back sides using supplementary
scattering angles. Similarly, we compute the average of the
front and back side polarized intensity signals to obtain the
final version of the model polarizability curve. Approximating
the disk as being exactly edge-on, we perform this correction at
all scattering angles, noting that the correction is only
significant close to the ansae. In addition, because monochro-
matic calculations can experience interference fringes in model
SPF and polarizability curves, we compute the Mie models at
nine wavelengths spanning the bandpass of the GPI H-band
filter and average the resulting curves over the wavelength prior
to computing the model likelihood. Finally, we normalize all
SPFs to their average value in the 40°–60° range of scattering
angle in order to focus on the shape of these curves.
We set up three independent parallel-tempered MCMC
chains using the emcee package (Foreman-Mackey et al.
2013). The first one fits only the HD 32297 SPF, the second
only the polarizability curve, and the third fits both curves
simultaneously. In all cases, the model likelihood is based on a
Figure 8. H-band SPF (top panel) and polarizability curve (bottom panel) of
the HD 32297 disk, using the best estimate of the ring geometry. The color
symbols indicate the different PSF subtraction methods. The ADI PSF
subtraction is affected by a significant, and likely position-dependent, self-
subtraction, which precludes estimating the underlying surface brightness
profile without a dedicated forward modeling approach. The two sides of the
disk are plotted separately. However, the fact that the best-fit offset of the ring
center is small results in nearly identical scattering angles being estimated on
each side of the star, except close to the ansae.
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standard χ2 test between the observed and modeled curve. Each
of these runs includes 2 temperatures and 50 walkers. Walkers
are initially distributed using uniform priors spanning the
ranges indicated in Table 1. We remove the first 80% of each
chain as a burn-in and use the final 20% to obtain values
reported in Table 1, with 1440 iterations kept after burn-in for
our SPF fit, 3284 iterations for our polarizability fit, and 3784
iterations for our joint fit. Inspection of the movements of
walkers in the parameter space confirm that the chains are well
converged.
4.1.2. Results
Our final best-fitting model from each of these runs is
displayed in Figure 9, with parameters described in Table 1.
While both the observed SPF and polarizability curves are
reasonably well reproduced when either quantity is fit
separately, the corresponding reduced χ2 values are 11.8 and
2.3, respectively. These imperfections are driven by the fact
that the SPF (and to a lesser degree, the polarizability curve)
measured on the NE and SW sides of the disk are formally
inconsistent with one another, and the best-fit model is a
compromise between both sides. As a result, the formal
parameter uncertainties derived from the MCMC process are
likely underestimated. Nonetheless, Figure 9 illustrates that our
best-fitting models reproduce the overall shape of both the SPF
and polarizability curves, suggesting that the values of the best-
fitting parameters can be considered as reliable.
Although the model parameters for all three fits (“SPF only,”
“polarizability only,” and “joint”) are significantly different, all
three model SPFs are similar to the observed one (left panel in
Figure 9). This suggests that the SPF of the HD 32297 dust disk
is consistent with a large swath of the parameter space,
indicating that this quantity has limited discriminatory power as
far as dust properties are concerned. This is qualitatively
consistent with the observations that many astrophysical dust
populations share similar scattering SPFs (Hughes et al. 2018).
On the other hand, the polarizability curve may be significantly
more constraining, since the “SPF only” dust model is highly
inconsistent with the observed polarizability curve. Specifi-
cally, due to its much steeper size distribution and very small
value of the imaginary part of the refractive index, that model
predicts a negative polarization at most relevant scattering
angles, i.e., polarization vectors that are radially organized
instead of ortho-radial. This is readily excluded by the fact that
the Stokes Qf map shows only a positive signal along the disk.
Unsurprisingly, the joint fit resembles the “polarizability only”
fit much more than the “SPF only” fit.
Turning our attention to the best-fitting model parameters,
we first note that the “joint” fit leads to two distinct families of
models, as illustrated in Figure 10. The family characterized by
a large value of amax, which is referred to as “Peak 1” in
Table 1, is consistent with both the “SPF only” and
“polarizability” fits, and we thus consider it as the most
plausible model. Besides this consistency, the other family of
models is characterized by a very narrow grain size distribution
Table 1
Best-fitting Dust Properties Based on the SPF Alone, the Polarizability Curve Alone, and Both Curves Simultaneously
Parameter Prior Best-fitting Model Median ±1σ
Range SPF Polar. Joint SPF Polar. Joint
Peak 1 Peak 2
malog mmin( ( )) [−1 .. 1] −0.08 −0.10 −0.14 −0.09-+0.010.01 −0.11-+0.580.01 −0.143-+0.0040.004 −0.564-+0.0020.002
malog mmax( ( )) [1 .. 3] 2.84 0.341 2.99 -+2.01 0.670.68 -+2.07 0.660.61 2.50 1.05
η [2 .. 5] 4.14 3.56 3.52 -+4.21 0.130.13 -+3.54 0.200.11 -+3.516 0.010.008 3.52-+0.020.02
n [1 .. 5] 3.31 2.64 3.78 -+3.30 0.101.07 -+4.13 1.510.67 -+3.78 0.030.03 3.49-+0.060.06
log k [−7 .. 1] −6.16 −1.29 −1.44 −2.83 −1.37-+0.090.11 −1.44-+0.010.01 −0.77-+0.020.02
Note. The range explored for each quantity is indicated in the second column. The upper and lower limits are reported at the 95% confidence level.
Figure 9. Observed and modeled SPF (top panel) and polarizability (bottom
panel) curves. The model curves are modified to account for the super-
imposition of the front and back sides of the disk. Observed quantities, as
derived from the MI total intensity image, are shown as black errorbars while
the colored curves represent the best fit to the SPF (red dotted–dashed), to the
polarizability curve (blue dashed), and to both curves simultaneously (solid
green).
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(in particular, ma 11 mmax at the 95% confidence level) that
seems physically unlikely. In the remainder of the analysis, we
focus on the first family of models.
All three fits yield consistent minimum grain sizes,
amin≈0.8 μm. Conversely, we find that the maximum grain
size is constrained to be large, with a 95% confidence level
lower limit of 440 μm. Finally, we note that, while the “SPF
only” and “polarizability only” fits each constrain the size
distribution power-law index well, they yield inconsistent
values: η≈4.2 and 3.5, respectively. The “joint” fit favors the
latter value, which is consistent with collisional models.
In both the “SPF only” and “polarizability only” fits, we find
multimodal posteriors spanning a large fraction of the explored
range for the real part of the refractive index but with little
overlap between one another, indicating ambiguities in the fit.
Striving to achieve a compromise between the two observed
quantities, the “joint” fit has a significantly narrower posterior,
3.5  n  3.8. The imaginary part of the refractive index also
Figure 10. Posterior distributions for the joint SPF and polarizability dust properties fit. The two distinct families of acceptable models (shown in blue and purple,
respectively) are considered separately in extracting the confidence intervals presented in Table 1 (as Peak 1 and 2, respectively). The vertical dashed lines mark the
16th, 50th, and 84th percentile values for each parameter and family of models.
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reveals significant tension between the “SPF only” and
“polarizability only” fits: the former yields an upper limit on
k, -klog 2.8, while the latter has a well constrained
posterior, » - klog 1.4 0.1. The “joint fit” posterior prefers
the latter solution with a secondary peak at » -klog 0.8.
We defer the interpretation of the results of our dust fitting to
Section 5. For now, we note that, while the SPF and
polarizability fit leave some unsolved ambiguities and tensions,
the best-fitting model yields an acceptable fit to both quantities.
In turn, this allows us to fix the dust properties and perform
image fitting to assess the geometrical properties of the disk.
4.2. Image Modeling
4.2.1. Modeling Setup
To model the GPI total intensity and Stokes Qf images, we
use the best-fitting combined dust model derived in the
previous section and explore the geometrical structure of the
disk. We use the MCFOSTradiative transfer code (Pinte et al.
2006) to produce synthetic scattered light images. We model
the debris disk density structure with the widely used functional
form
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following Augereau et al. (1999). The critical radius, rc, marks
the transition between two power-law density regimes (with
indices γ1>0 and γ2<0, respectively). We set γvert=2 to
yield a Gaussian vertical profile and a bow-tie shape for the
disk, i.e., a constant h/r ratio. We further restrain the radial
extent of the disk with inner and outer hard edges at radii rin
and rout, mostly for computational purposes.
Given a disk geometry and a set of dust properties, MCFOST
produces a full Stokes synthetic datacube with pixel scale,
orientation, and field of view set to match our GPI
observations. The Stokes Q and U maps are converted to a
Stokes Qf image, while the star is masked out of the Stokes I
image, before both are convolved by the instrumental PSF as
estimated by the satellite spots. We then mask regions that are
closer than the inner working angle of the Stokes I image to
only consider the same pixels that were used in deriving the
SPF and polarizability curve in the previous section. We also
set an outer radius of 1 6, outside of which no trustworthy data
are available. Finally, we mask out pixels that lie more than
0 35 from the disk spine to ensure that the fitted region include
both disk-dominated and background-dominated pixels. A
likelihood is then computed using a pixel-by-pixel χ2
calculation. Exploration of the parameter space is conducted
through three independent MCMC processes—one fit for
Stokes I, a second for Stokes Qf, and a third joint fit—each
using three temperatures and 100 walkers. Our final results
again include only the final 40%–45% of each MCMC chain,
when the chains had visually achieved convergence (in total,
this includes 1660, 2420, and 1380 iterations for our Stokes I
fit, Stokes Q fit, and joint fit, respectively). Consistent with the
dust modeling conducted above, we adopt the MI PSF-
subtracted total intensity image of the disk.
In this aspect of our modeling, the geometrical free
parameters are the disk inclination (i), the critical radius (rc),
the volume density power-law indices (γ1, γ2), the reference
scale height (h0, defined at r0=100 au), and the disk inner
radius (rin). Given the large halo that extends well beyond the
GPI field of view, we cannot constrain the disk outer radius
with our data and, thus, set rout=200 au. Finally, we set the
total disk mass (Md) as a free parameter that defines the total
amount of dust in the system, based on a representative grain
density of 3.5 g cm−3. So long as the disk remains optically
thin, this acts as a simple multiplicative factor that serves to
adjust the absolute surface brightness of the model to the
observed one. We initialize γ1 and γ2 with uniform distribu-
tions, and all other free parameters are assigned a Gaussian
prior, either based on our empirical geometrical analysis (i, rc,
h0, from Section 3.3) or assuming a conservatively broad range
(rin, Md). The explored ranges for each parameter are indicated
in Table 2.
4.2.2. Results
The results of our MCMC chain are summarized in Table 2.
Figure 11 displays the full posterior distribution for all
parameters in the combined fit, and Figure 12 shows the
model images for the overall best-fitting model. While the
posteriors appear multimodal, particularly for H0, we inspected
the movement of the walkers in the MCMC chains to confirm
that the chains had been decoupled from their initial state. The
results of fitting separately the Stokes I and Qf images are
mostly similar to those of the joint fit; however, the scatter in
some of the parameter values exceeds the nominal uncertainties
from the MCMC chains. For instance, fitting the polarized
intensity image yields a 10% smaller disk radius and a 0°.2
Table 2
Best-fitting Geometrical Properties Based on the Stokes I Image, the Stokes Qf Image, and Both Images Simultaneously
Parameter Prior Ranges Best-fitting Model Median ±1σ
Initial Full I Qf Joint I Qf Joint
i (°) 87±1 [70 .. 90] 88.84 88.65 88.74 -+88.88 0.020.01 -+88.59 0.050.04 88.75±0.02
h0 (au) 5±2 [0.1 .. 10] 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.13±0.02 -+0.102 0.0010.002 -+0.11 0.010.04
rc (au) 100±20 [50 .. 150] 99.79 95.81 98.35 -+97.74 0.790.96 -+93.87 0.901.21 -+98.20 0.560.37
rin (au) 50±20 [1 .. 100] 50.50 7.38 39.85 -+51.8 2.82.2 -+22.2 3.07.8 -+41.8 3.42.6
γ1 [0 .. 5] [0 .. 5] 4.01 3.08 3.42 -+3.77 0.200.23 -+3.44 0.310.32 -+3.37 0.120.11
γ2 [−5 .. 0] [−5 .. 0] −4.79 −4.96 −4.96 - -+4.60 0.120.10 −4.84 −4.87
M Mlog10 d( ( )) −9±2 [−12 .. −4] −7.60 −7.31 −7.57 −7.61±0.01 - -+7.37 0.020.01 - -+7.60 0.020.01
Note. The full range explored for each quantity is indicated in the second column, whereas the initial range indicates the Gaussian prior that is used for most
parameters.
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lower inclination. In the following, we consider all three
separate fits holistically in our analysis.
Overall, the best-fitting model reproduces well the observed
images, at least within the region used in the likelihood
function. However, given the high signal-to-noise of our data
set, the residuals are statistically significant, indicating that the
model has some shortcomings. In particular, both the Stokes I
and Qf residual maps reveal a thin trace along the disk spine,
suggesting that the model is slightly too extended vertically.
Since we have allowed the vertical thickness of the disk to be
very small (h/r as low as 0.1%), it is possible that this is due to
our use of a slightly too broad instrumental PSF. We also find
systematic residuals in the Stokes Qf image at the location of
the ring ansae. This may be a consequence of imperfection in
the dust scattering properties as derived in the previous section.
Furthermore, we also note that the best-fitting model under-
predicts the polarized intensity in the immediate vicinity of the
inner working angle of that image, a region not included in the
fit. Finally, there are marginally significant positive residuals in
the total intensity image outside of the ring radius. This is likely
due to the lack of treatment of the halo in our model; however,
we stress that only the region within the ring radius is strongly
detected in our data. Altogether, in spite of these limitations,
we consider that the quality of the fit is sufficient to warrant a
discussion of the main results from our exploration of the
parameter space.
All geometric parameters are well constrained in the fit,
except for rin as a consequence of the steep inner surface
density profile. Considering first the joint fit (to the Stokes I
and Qf images simultaneously), we derive an inclination of
i≈88°.7±0°.1, which is about 0°.5 higher than the best-fit
value obtained in the geometrical analysis in Section 3.3. This
is an indication that either our model is imperfect, or some of
the assumptions that we used in empirically deriving the ring
geometry are incorrect. This is further supported by the fact that
we find a rather broad ring, with an inner radius 2–4 times
smaller than rc≈100 au. Nonetheless, the latter is consistent
with the ring radius we had derived in Section 3.3. Although
dust extends over a broad range of stellocentric distances,
the power-law volume density profiles are relatively steep
(γ1≈3.5 and γ2−4.5). The surface density profile is
characterized by an FWHM of about 40 au. This ≈40% radial
width is uncomfortably high to fully validate the narrow ring
approximation of our initial geometric fitting and derivation of
Figure 11. Posterior probability distribution for all free parameters in the joint fit to Stokes I and Qf intensity images.
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the SPF and polarizability curves. Nonetheless, the effect of
this width is to blur the location of the ring spine and the
dependencies on scattering angle, not to systematically bias
these. We therefore expect our prior estimates to be
representative of the true quantities, which is supported by
the good match in the mean ring radius, for instance.
The surprisingly small disk scale height (h/r≈0.2%)
appears to contradict our finding that the disk is marginally
resolved along the vertical direction (see Section 3.3). Aside
from the possibility that the PSF we used in the image
modeling may not be a perfect match to the HD 32297 data set,
this may be an indication that the vertical density distribution is
not Gaussian. If the profile is more condensed in the center,
e.g., following a Lorentzian or exponential profile, the
assumption of a Gaussian profile in both our initial geometrical
analysis and in radiative transfer modeling would overestimate
slightly the vertical extent of the disk. Finally, the PSF
subtraction process could have slightly attenuated the lower
surface brightness regions away from the midplane in the total
intensity image, thus leading to a similar effect. The fact that
the fit to the polarized intensity image also favors a very small
disk thickness rather points to other explanations, however.
Finally, the total dust mass, Md≈0.01M⊕, should be
considered with caution, as this quantity is strongly correlated
with dust properties, particularly the minimum grain size and
porosity. Since we have not attempted to fit for an actual
composition, the true mean grain density is not a parameter
of our model and is degenerate with the total mass. It is
nonetheless interesting to note that this is much smaller than the
dust mass derived from the millimeter emission of the system
(≈0.6M⊕; MacGregor et al. 2018).
5. Discussion
5.1. System Geometry
The combination of high angular resolution and exquisite
image fidelity enabled by GPI offers an opportunity to
determine the ring geometry in a precise manner. This is
further enhanced by the fact that the polarized intensity image
does not require any PSF subtraction. It is thus interesting to
note that the disk radius that we determined here, both from the
direct geometric analysis and from the direct image fitting
(Sections 3.3 and 4.2, respectively), is markedly smaller than
has been found in past studies: around 100 au compared to
130 au. We emphasize that this difference is not a result of the
updated distance to the system, as we have already accounted
for it. In other words, the angular radius of the ring we find is
about 40% smaller than those reported in previous studies.
Notably, the two methods we employed rely on very different
aspects of the data. Image fitting is inherently weighted by the
signal-to-noise and, thus, by the local brightness of the disk,
which places a different emphasis on different regions of the
disk. The geometric approach, instead, is mostly independent
of the surface brightness profile. Arguably, the latter is a more
robust approach to determining the disk geometry. In
particular, self- and over-subtraction effects have a much more
Figure 12. Best-fitting total and polarized intensity images for HD 32297 (top and bottom rows, respectively). From left to right in each row is the model image, H-
band data image, and residuals all on the same scaling (square root stretch for Stokes I, linear stretch for Stokes Qf). In the bottom right panel, the dashed circle
indicates the inner working angle used in estimating the SPF and polarizability curve. Data inside of that circle are not included in the dust property fit and,
consequently, are not included in the image fit either to prevent any bias. The residuals are shown here for visual display only.
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direct influence on the surface brightness distribution, and
inadequately taking them into account is more likely to
introduce biases than focusing on the spine of a nearly edge-
on disk like HD 32297. The latter is now precisely traced as
close as 0 12 from the star (this study; see also Bhowmik et al.
2019), and the remaining dominant source of uncertainty may
actually be the location of the star itself. In particular,
Bhowmik et al. (2019), who derived a disk radius from their
SPHERE images that is consistent with past studies, suggest an
offset of ≈0 01 of the star in the direction perpendicular to the
disk, whereas our analysis reveals no such offset. While the
nominal precision in the position of the star with instruments
such as GPI and SPHERE is significantly better, this suggests
that systematic uncertainties are not fully understood in these
complex instruments.
Despite these systematic errors associated with scattered
light images, the submillimeter emission of the system supports
an 80–120 au radial range for the ring (MacGregor et al. 2018).
Even though the inferred surface density profile rises as
roughly r2 in their best-fitting model, the r−2 illumination
dependency of impinging starlight yields a flat surface
brightness profile and, thus, a roughly 100 au radius for the
scattered light ring. Similarly, the mid-infrared emission from
the system suggests an inner disk radius of about 80–90 au
(Fitzgerald et al. 2007; Moerchen et al. 2007). While the
scattered light images of the system may probe physically
distinct grains (and there is evidence for millimeter-emitting
dust in the halo surrounding the parent body belt; MacGregor
et al. 2018), it seems implausible that the scatterers would be
located exclusively outside of the parent body belt. This is
definitely not the case in the well-studied, lower inclination,
HR 4796 system (Kennedy et al. 2018). We therefore conclude
that the HD 32297 ring is indeed centered at about 100 au, as
inferred from the modeling of our near-infrared image.
Outside of the parent body ring, the HD 32297 system is
characterized by a large-scale halo structure that lies mostly
outside of our field of view. Consistent with past imaging, our
observations confirm that the disk extends radially beyond the
ring ansae, smoothly connecting the parent body ring and the
outer halo. This confirms that the dust located in the halo most
likely represents small dust grains that originated in the parent
body belt before being radiatively pushed on high-eccentricity
orbits, where another mechanism then sweeps them out in the
NW direction. The fact that the halo is undetected to the NW of
the star in our total intensity image, despite this region being
the brightest of the halo (e.g., Schneider et al. 2014), could
simply be due to the use of PSF subtraction techniques that
effectively cancel out extended, low-gradient surface density
structures. On the other hand, our polarized intensity image is
free of such an effect and, yet, we find no evidence of the
presence of the halo. To assess the meaningfulness of this non-
detection, we compare our Qf image with the Hubble Space
Telescope (HST)/STIS broadband image from Schneider et al.
(2014) in the following manner: we compute surface brightness
profiles in 0 15 bands orthogonal to the disk midplane and
located 0 75 on either side of the star, i.e., roughly at the disk
ansae. Both profiles are averaged to improve signal-to-noise
given the lack of marked asymmetry in the halo within the
central arcsec. We further rebin the GPI data to roughly match
the 0 05 pixel scale of the STIS image. The resulting surface
brightness profiles are shown in Figure 13. The swept-back
halo is clearly visible in the STIS surface bright profile, most
prominently as an extended structure to the NW of the disk, but
it is absent in the GPI polarized intensity image with a high
degree of significance. Besides the NW extension of the profile,
we also find the GPI surface brightness profile to be much
narrower around the disk spine than the STIS one. This
indicates that the halo also extends radially in front of the
parent body ring.
There are two main possible explanations for the lack of
detection of the halo in the STIS Qf image despite the high
signal-to-noise detection of the ring itself: either the halo is
much bluer than the main ring, or it is characterized by a
significantly lower polarization fraction. The latter is incon-
sistent with the observations that the polarization fraction keeps
rising outside of the parent body ring (Figure 7). On the other
hand, the large-scale structure of the system has long been
known to be much bluer than the star itself (Kalas 2005),
whereas the main ring itself is neutral or slightly red (e.g.,
Esposito et al. 2014; Rodigas et al. 2014). We therefore believe
that the blue color of the halo is primarily responsible for the
lack of detection in our data set. Additionally, we note that the
halo is also not apparent to the NW of the star in the J-band Qf
SPHERE image of the system (Bhowmik et al. 2019). Overall,
the only evidence for the halo in near-infrared images of the
system is the curved extension of the disk midplane beyond the
ansae due to limb brightening.
5.2. Scattering Properties
One of the motivations to obtain high-fidelity scattered light
images of debris disks is to constrain the properties of the dust
grains they contain. The surface brightness and color of debris
disks are the primary observables affected by dust composition
in scattered light images. In addition, polarization measure-
ments provide further information regarding the porosity of
grains, since, all else equal, large, porous grains have similar
properties to smaller, compact grains (Graham et al. 2007; Shen
et al. 2009). Assuming that Mie theory accurately describes the
scattering properties of dust grains, the minimum grain size and
the power-law index for the grain size distribution should be
tightly constrained by measurements of the scattering phase
function and polarization fraction. Indeed, our modeling
successfully reproduced both the SPF and the polarizability
curve observed for HD 32297. The size distribution inferred
from our modeling, with a minimum grain size of ≈1 μm that
is commensurable with the blowout size and a slope consistent
with collisional cascade models, is in good agreement both
with past studies of the system (including through thermal
emission; see for instance Donaldson et al. 2013) and with
general theoretical expectations.
Despite these apparent successes, it is important to
emphasize that the refractive index derived from our analysis
lies in a region of the parameter space that is far from all
standard dust species, as illustrated in Figure 14. Worse still, no
combination of such species (including void to represent
porosity) is consistent with the inferred refractive index. This
casts serious doubt on the physical meaning of the other dust
parameters that were considered in this analysis. In other
words, while we did find a combination of parameters that well
reproduces the observed SPF and polarizability curve, it may
be the case that this is only a practical empirical model but not
one to be trusted at the physical level. There is increasing
evidence that dust grains in both the solar system and in debris
disks are aggregates of smaller, sub-micron monomers (e.g.,
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Bentley et al. 2016), in which case the Mie model is irrelevant.
Unfortunately, despite significant strides toward characterizing
the scattering properties of aggregates, it remains beyond the
reach of current models to consider aggregates whose sizes
exceed the blowout size by one or more order of magnitude
(Arnold et al. 2019), which we know are present in debris
disks. Furthermore, it may also be instructive to revisit the
assumption that the grain size distribution follows a simple
power law. Collisional models suggest a more complex
underlying structure when factoring in the effects of stellar
gravity and radiation pressure in addition to the collisional
cascade replenishing the disk (e.g., Krivov et al. 2006;
Thebault et al. 2014).
Leaving aside the physical interpretation of the SPF and
polarizability curves, our data provide a robust empirical
characterization of the scattering properties of the HD 32297
dust ring. With the number of debris disks with estimated SPFs
and/or polarizability curves slowly rising, it is now possible to
perform model-independent comparisons between systems to
identify commonalities and differences between systems.
Hughes et al. (2018) pointed out that most solar system dust
populations share a similar SPF and that the few debris disks
with estimated SPFs also match that template. The SPF we
have derived for HD 32297 is also in reasonable agreement
with that “generic” SPF. On the other hand, the SPF
determined by Milli et al. (2017) for the HR 4796 ring is
markedly different. Combined with the unusual polarization
fraction curve observed in that system (Perrin et al. 2015), this
suggests that this latter disk is characterized by a markedly
different dust population. While such comparisons are best
performed by extracting the SPF from observations, this
process suffers from possible ambiguities and possible biases,
as we have already discussed.
To illustrate the effects of a different SPF on the appearance
of a debris disk, we compared the modeled surface brightness
profile along the spine of a nearly edge-on disk (using the
geometric parameters indicated in Table 2) assuming three
distinct SPFs: the best-fitting Mie model presented in
Section 4.1, the “generic” SPF from Hughes et al. (2018),
and the HR 4796 SPF from Milli et al. (2017). The latter SPF is
not defined at all scattering angles due to our particular viewing
geometry of the system, so we performed linear extrapolations
of the SPF for scattering angles <15° and >165°. These
regions are behind the coronagraphic mask once the disk is
observed with the viewing geometry of HD 32297; therefore,
the details of this extrapolation are not critical to the
comparison. The results of this exercise are illustrated in
Figure 15. All three models under-predict the surface bright-
ness profile outside of the main ring radius, but both the best
Mie model and the generic SPF match the data extremely well
inside of that projected distance. This confirms that the total
intensity scattering properties of the HD 32297 dust are
consistent with most other astrophysical dust populations.
Conversely, if this disk was characterized by an SPF that is
similar to that observed for HR 4796, its surface brightness
profile would be dramatically different, with a nearly flat
surface brightness profile that is inconsistent with the
observations. This is due to the combination of (1) the fact
that the HR 4796 SPF has its minimum at a scattering angle of
≈50° with significant backscattering at angles 100°, and (2)
limb brightening in the optically thin ring. This is further
evidence that the scattering properties in the HD 32297 and
HR 4796 debris disks are clearly distinct.
An additional qualitative feature of the SPF in HD 32297 is the
sharp peak observed in polarized intensity close to the inner
working angle of our observations. Since the polarization fraction
is expected by symmetry to drop to zero at 0° scattering angle, this
indicates the SPF itself must be characterized by a very sharp
forward scattering peak, reminiscent of those of HR 4796 and
β Pic (Millar-Blanchaer et al. 2015; Perrin et al. 2015; P. Arriaga
et al. 2020, in preparation). On the other hand, there are several
edge-on debris disks that have been imaged in polarized intensity
that do not show such a feature (Olofsson et al. 2016; Engler et al.
2017; Esposito et al. 2018, 2020, submitted). This further hints at
Figure 13. Surface brightness profile measured perpendicular to the disk midplane at a distance of 0 75 from the central star (the two sides are averaged). The dashed
blue and solid red curves represent the HST/STIS total optical intensity and the GPI H-band Qf images, respectively.
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the fact that the scattering properties of dust populations in debris
disks are not all identical; however, interpreting them in terms of
physical properties of the grains may still be out of reach.
Finally, another qualitative approach to constraining the SPF
in the case of nearly edge-on disks like HD 32297 is to assess
whether the back side of the ring contributes to the scattered
light image. Bhowmik et al. (2019) presented a tentative
detection in total intensity using ADI PSF subtraction, which
would imply a strong backscattering peak. We do not confirm
this feature in our observations of HD 32297. It is possible that
differences between PSF subtraction introduce different
artifacts, precluding a definitive conclusion. However, we
point out that, given the derived disk radius and inclination, the
projected separation along the minor axis between the front and
back side of the ring is in the 0 04–0 07 range, which makes it
extremely challenging to detect. In polarized intensity, which is
unaffected by PSF subtraction, the lack of an increase in
vertical extent of the disk just inside of the ansae indicates that
the back side of the ring does not contribute significantly to the
observed surface brightness, indicating that the SPF drops
significantly around a scattering angle of 90°. This latter
conclusion matches our conclusion that the SPF of HD 32297
is qualitatively different from that observed in HR 4796.
5.3. Underlying Planetary System
Debris disks are believed to be associated with planetary-
mass objects, as readily illustrated in some well-known
systems, such as β Pic and HR 8799. No point source is
evident in our total intensity image of the system. We note,
however, that observations with GPI’s polarization mode are
not optimal for detection of planets unless they are highly
linearly polarized. Instead, integral field spectroscopy observa-
tions provide the deepest search for planets. Bhowmik et al.
(2019) presented such observations of HD 32297, reaching a
contrast limit of 10−5 or better outside of 0 5. At an assumed
age of 30Myr, this corresponds to an upper limit on any
planetary-mass object of 4–5MJup based on the COND models
(Baraffe et al. 2003). An important caveat, however, is that the
detection limit is much worse along the bright disk spine, so
that the upper limit computed only applies outside of the plane
of the disk. Specifically, a 10−5 contrast point source would
have its peak pixel brightness equal to that of the disk and,
therefore, would be marginally detectable at best, at a distance
of ≈1 2 from the star if it lies in the plane of the disk. At closer
separation, the contrast degrades proportionally to the disk
peak surface brightness, reaching 10−4 (or a planet mass of
≈12MJup) at ≈0 45.
An indirect probe of the presence of planetary-mass bodies
in the system is through their dynamical interaction with the
disk. The lack of significant lateral asymmetry and of local
(photometric or morphological) perturbation in the parent body
belt supports the picture of a dynamically cold, azimuthally
symmetric system, seemingly ruling out strong planet–disk
interactions. The scale height of the belt can be also related to
its dynamical excitation, since the scale height is directly
related to the velocity dispersion of the solid bodies. The disk
scale height derived from our geometric analysis (h/r≈0.04)
is consistent with dynamical models that only consider
collisions between grains and radiative forces (Thebault 2009).
Therefore, the dynamical state of the HD 32297 main belt can
be fully explained without invoking the presence of planetary-
mass bodies stirring the system. A planet could, however, be
responsible for the inner dust depletion (inside of 30–50 au)
without introducing measurable local perturbation. In addition,
Lee & Chiang (2016) proposed that an interior planet on an
inclined orbit is responsible for the “double wing” in the
extended outer halo (Schneider et al. 2014); however, this
could also arise from interaction with secondary gas (Lin &
Chiang 2019). Current observations of the HD 32297 system
are thus inconclusive regarding the presence and structure of its
planetary system.
Figure 14. Real and imaginary refractive indices at 1.65 μm of standard dust species (blue crosses, Draine & Lee 1984; Khare et al. 1984; Draine 1985; Pollack
et al. 1994; Zubko et al. 1996; Li & Greenberg 1997, 1998) and of our best-fitting model to the HD 32297 SPF and polarizability curve (red diamond). The solid and
dashed curves illustrate the effect of porosity and mixed composition, respectively, using the Bruggeman rule of effective medium theory.
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6. Conclusion
As part of the commissioning phase of the GPI instrument,
we have obtained H-band high-contrast total and polarized
intensity images of the edge-on HD 32297 debris disk. The disk
is detected from just outside the edge of the coronagraphic
mask, ≈0 15 from the central star, out to edge of the field of
view, at a projected distance of ≈1 3. Using the slight
curvature of the disk spine, we determined the disk geometry
and found that the disk radius is ≈100 au, smaller than previous
scattered light studies of the system, highlighting the difficulty
of measuring disk size in an edge-on configuration. However,
since the radius we derive is consistent with the thermal
emission images of the disk, we believe that it represents the
true size of the parent body belt.
We applied four multiple PSF subtraction post-processing
algorithms and demonstrated that three of these methods yield
reliable surface brightness distributions in the case of an edge-
on disk. Using these, we found that the disk is consistent with
being azimuthally symmetric. We also estimated the SPF and
polarizability curves of the dust present in the disk. We find
curves that are typical of solar system dust populations and of
other debris disks, with the marked exception of the HR 4796
debris disk. Assuming Mie scattering, we find a dust model that
simultaneously reproduces the SPF and polarizability curves,
but the resulting refractive index is inconsistent with any
standard dust composition. The most likely explanation is that
dust grains in the system are not compact spheres but complex
aggregates, as seen in solar system dust populations.
The large-scale swept-back halo present outside of the parent
body ring is undetected in our data, confirming that it contains
primarily sub-micron grains that produce blue scattering.
Finally, we do not detect any planetary-mass object in the
system, although we stress that our detection limit is severely
limited by the bright disk for objects whose orbits are coplanar
with the disk itself. Given the symmetric and small vertical
extent of the parent body belt, we find no evidence for stirring
induced by an unseen planetary-mass body; however, we
cannot exclude the presence of an object that is sufficiently
distant from the belt.
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Appendix
Surface Brightness Preservation of PSF Subtraction
Methods: Injection-and-recovery Test
The various PSF subtraction methods we employed suffer from
several potential limitations: self- and over-subtraction, significant
correlated residuals, poor sensitivity to smooth, and extended
surface brightness such as the HD 32297 halo, to name the most
important ones. Besides assessing the geometry of the disk, our
goal is to measure the surface brightness profile of the disk, which
requires understanding the amplitude of these effects. Forward
modeling, which maps out the throughput of PSF subtraction
methods, is necessary when applying the standard ADI method
(e.g., Boccaletti et al. 2012; Esposito et al. 2014, in the case of
HD 32297), but ultimately, the precision of the process is limited
by the fact that (1) the self- and/or over-subtraction is a large
fraction of the input surface brightness, and (2) a bright disk like
in the case of HD 32297 results in a breakdown of the assumption
that the astrophysical signal is small compared to the stellar PSF
brightness.
To circumvent the limitations of ADI, we used the RDI, MI,
and NMF methods, which we expect to result in small (or
negligible) surface brightness loss, at least along the disk spine.
To assess the reliability of these methods, we perform an
injection-and-recovery test. Out of all of the reference frames
used in the RDI subtraction, we identified the HIP 46634 data
set (taken on 2015 February 1) as the most correlated with the
HD 32297 one. Visual inspection confirmed the clear simila-
rities in the PSF structure between both data sets. We generated
a synthetic disk model. For simplicity, we assumed the disk to
be exactly edge-on, assumed a surface brightness profile that
obeys an r−1.5 power law, and assumed a vertical structure
characterized by a ≈2 pixel FWHM Gaussian profile. Those
choices were made to roughly match the appearance of the
HD 32297 disk. The disk model image was then convolved by
a 4 pixel FWHM two-dimensional Gaussian appropriate for
GPI in the H band, and the disk surface brightness was scaled
relative to the input data set to match the observed disk. In
particular, since HIP 46634 is about 0.8 mag brighter in the H
band than HD 32297, the surface brightness of the injected
model is higher than that of the HD 32297 disk. We then
injected this disk in each individual frame of HIP 46634 and
performed the same PSF subtraction process as described
above. We did not use ADI in this test, as it has already been
established that this method does not preserve the flux of
extended disks (Esposito et al. 2014, in the case of HD 32297).
Figure A1 shows the resulting inferred surface brightness
profiles compared to the input model. The RDI, MI, and NMF
Figure A1. Top panel: input (solid black curve) and retrieved peak surface brightness of a model edge-on disk injected in a disk-free GPI data set. The results from
three PSF subtraction methods are shown here: RDI, MI, and NMF (orange, red, and blue symbols, respectively). The vertical dotted (dashed) lines indicate the
smallest separations at which the MI- (RDI- or NMF-) processed image can be trusted. Bottom panel: relative difference between the input and output surface
brightness profiles.
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methods retrieve the full surface brightness of the disk’s spine
to within 10%, albeit with some radial substructures. We stress
that the degree of reliability may depend on the specific data set
used in the injection. Nonetheless, it is encouraging that peak
surface brightness is preserved to such high precision by the
different methods we employed. On the other hand, measuring
integrated brightness in vertically extended boxes centered on
the disk results in larger discrepancies (up to ≈30%), as the
PSF subtraction process tends to remove some signals in the
lower surface brightness regions away from the disk spine.
Despite these imperfections, this analysis confirms that all three
non-ADI PSF subtraction methods preserve the total intensity
profile of the disk along its spine.
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